PROJECT OVERVIEW
CEDA was awarded the contract for the fabrication, electrical and field install of two SAGD well pad modules (5-well pair). Fabrication included structural/skid components and piping. CEDA procured all structural materials and the client supplied valving, instrumentation and piping.

CEDA ADVANTAGE
As a complete industrial services provider, CEDA was able to eliminate the need for the client to involve and manage numerous contractors and sort out the overlaps/gaps in capabilities and activities for this project. CEDA provided one single point of contact for the client to ensure the project was managed seamlessly from concept through to completion.

Through close collaboration with all key stakeholders, CEDA provided viable solutions and proactively coordinated multiple services to meet the client’s aggressive delivery schedule.

With local leadership in the communities where we operate in, decision-making and accountability was brought closer to our client’s field operations in Leismer, Alberta. CEDA’s field experts from across Canada support our local teams by sharing lessons learned based on their decades of experience.

In addition, with our 40,000 sq. ft. indoor fabrication facility and 22 acres of secured yard space in Bonnyville, Alberta, we were able to provide our clients with a regional solution.
SCOPE OF WORK

FABRICATION
- Structural Fabrication
- Piping Fabrication
- Procurement
- Insulation
- NDE
- Electrical & Instrumentation

MECHANICAL
- Cut & Capping of Piles
- Install of Pipe Rack Modules
- Fabrication & Erection of Piping Supports
- Field Welding of Inter-Connects & Off-Module Piping
- Setting of Well Pad/Pipe Rack Modules
- Setting of MCC with Transformer
- Wellhead Piping Fabrication, Install & Hydro-Testing
- Insulation

CONTACT US
403-253-3233
info@cedagroup.com

Southcentre Executive Tower
Suite 625, 11012 Macleod Trail SE
Calgary, AB T2J 6A5

Committed to making every project a success